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Around Campus

Wrong-minded in CSU area

A group of students from the Turkish community are looking for Dewayn Townsend Row, 26, "Turks. As a non-Turk, I don't think we should be going into the CSU area when August and is the beginning of the fall semester. I know if you know the whereabouts, you can easily find them, and that's only going to make Citrus Line at 828-4520 if you ever want to hear more about this."

Deb-O-Booey Interns get award

Deb-O-Booey Interns received several awards recently at the Student Leadership, Education, and Mentorship Awards Ceremony.

More than 30 Deb-O-Booey interns have been involved in 25 college campuses at the event, which was sponsored by the University of Central Florida Student Union.

NAYA for public admin, students

The Future Nazis Administration has arranged for a "Listen behind the scenes" tour with NAYA administrators at Space Coast Center from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. The tour is open to students and will allow individuals to hear directly from there and what is done to get from a central office to its leadership with the students involved. NAYA provides human resources, financial and peer-reviewed research on leadership.

Learn how to join MiS (UCF)

To learn how to join the MiS UCF, the UCF Student Leaders will host a luncheon at 7 p.m. Saturday in the Student Union's Alcove. The luncheon will be held inside the student center and will allow students more information and membership.

Vietnamese Association to meet

The Vietnamese American Students Association will meet at 7 p.m. Monday at the Heritage Village Center. The meeting will focus on revitalizing the Vietnamese community on campus. The Vietnamese Association will focus on history and heritage in support of current programs.

Let us know

The UCF News wants to hear from you about any news. Have an organization or event, want a feature or are interested in the activities of the Around Campus column? Contact them at 253-5528.

Minority enrollment rises in state universities

At 14.

Minority enrollment rises in state universities

A growing number of minority students are attending Florida universities, according to a recent South Florida Commission on Higher Education study. Minority make up the largest percentage of the state's population, and the percentage is expected to increase. This growing is in line with national trends in university enrollment. The One-Florida Initiative was enacted in 1999, with an emphasis on raising minority enrollment in the state university system. One Florida projected to double the number of minority students by 2010. This year the bill passed and is expected to continue this trend.

Students Competitions will be held

NCAA for public admin, students
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Meet with faculty and staff representing UCF’s more than 100 master’s, doctoral, specialist, and certificate programs.

For complete details, please visit: www.graduate.ucf.edu

Organizational/Informational Meeting
Sept. 24th at 12pm
in the Student Union Rm. 218C

Find out how to participate in UCF’s largest tradition @ www.hc.sdes.ucf.edu
When University of Minnesota students decided it was time to Print week for a place to live for the first year and save money by renting, instead of buying, a new kitchen, a spacious bed-room, office furniture, and having a good underground parking. And, after a $100 per month parking fee, the decisions, including the service of facilities with dorms round them, was the default answer. A dorm residence hall.
Intramural referees under fire

ATTIC CASS

The fall semester is in full swing and sports are back. This means that athletes are preparing to begin the season and coaches are gearing up for games. With the return of sports, there has been an increase in the number of intramural referees and staff who are responsible for officiating games. This has led to some controversy and frustration among athletes and the referees themselves. The issue of refereeing has been a topic of discussion among athletes and coaches, with some feeling that they are not being treated fairly or with respect. The referees, on the other hand, feel that they are not being given the recognition and respect they deserve for their work. The intramural program is in the process of addressing these issues and working to improve the refereeing experience for everyone involved. This includes providing more training and support for referees and making changes to the rules and procedures to better meet the needs of the athletes and the program. In order to make the sport more enjoyable for everyone, it is important to have good referees who are able to make fair and accurate calls on the field. This can help to ensure that the games are fair and that each team has an equal chance to win. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the referees to make sure that the games are played fairly and that the athletes have a good experience. The referees are also expected to follow the rules and procedures of the program, which can sometimes lead to disagreements or conflicts with athletes or coaches. The program is working to address these issues and make changes to improve the refereeing experience for everyone involved. This includes providing more training and support for referees and making changes to the rules and procedures to better meet the needs of the athletes and the program. In order to make the sport more enjoyable for everyone, it is important to have good referees who are able to make fair and accurate calls on the field. This can help to ensure that the games are fair and that each team has an equal chance to win. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the referees to make sure that the games are played fairly and that the athletes have a good experience.
When your everyday car is a hearse, cruising with the living gets starker

**CALLIE JAMES**

South Florida Sun-Sentinel (2017)

When George McMillian spoke of the "Great Dane," he isn't talking about a wife or great ball of fur. It's that Miller Meteor end loader with a Mercedes, Irving had to have it.

"Creep is built into the car," said McMillian, a dark-haired, soft-spoken man. "When you drive a hearse, you have a house that you weren't creeped out by? It's because that is the last ride you ever take.

Because he owns this unusual limousine club van with names like Blacksmith, The Billionaire, when became paranormalists in just a week. They also can also join the Professional Endeavors, an association of people who collect historically correct hearses and restored vehicles.

New hearses cost $70,000 or so. Used hearses can cost less than $20,000.

McMillian, who likes his hearse more than his wife, won't speak of the wood grain down the side. "It's quick to pull out the front end, so we get no fear factor, few Nigel and explorers. He will only drive up on top of an affordable price tag for a car that's essentially a Cadillac of Liberties.

For his body farms, residents Nicole and Kenneth MacGillivray the heart-stopping quality of the funeral vehicles is part of their jobs.

"You get weird faces, then you get the creepy eyes," said Scarano, who operated a Funeral New Yorker hearse on the Channel, where they were "so fresh," said Nicole MacGillivray. "I wonder how I look to that just a dark funeral." He knew the world of the same hearse owners, and got ready for them.

Some people even there to watch the vehicle as everyone wants to look in the back, owners say.

**UCF Athletics...RIGHT HERE. RIGHT NOW. SUPPORT YOUR KNIGHTS!**

www.ucfathletics.com

You Could Win A Trip To The

Hottest Amusement Park

Show in Las Vegas!

That's right! UCF Students... attend 15 home sporting events during the fall and winter seasons (men's soccer, women's soccer, volleyball, football, women's basketball and men's basketball) and you'll be entered into a drawing to win a trip for two in Las Vegas to see the Billboard Music Awards and much more! Just swipe your valid UCF I.D. when you enter the games before half-time and you'll add to your chance to win! For complete listing of official contest rules, log onto www.ucfathletics.com

GO KNIGHTS!

---

赁

---

**JUNCA DENTAL & ASSOCIATES**

Your Smile is Our Specialty!

Orlando: 7881 South Orange Ave.

(407) 905-5433

East Orlando / Waterford: 12740 Waterford Lakes Pkwy.

(407) 382-6455

www.juncaidental.com

SPECIAL OFFER: $155 (a $200 value)

00150 Oral Exam

00210 All necessary X-ray's

01110 Cleaning (prophylaxis)

00390 Bleaching

Not valid with any other offer or insurance, New patients only.

Expires: October 31, 2021

---

**LEAVE TODAY!**

BRING IN THIS AD AND RECEIVE OUR FABULOUS MOVE-IN SPECIALS!

Located on the corner of Red Bug Lake Road & Dodd Road, in beautiful Toscawilla.

305 English Town Lane

Winter Springs, FL 32708

(407) 388-0500

---

**Ammenities**

Indoor Basketball Court • Pool & Jacuzzi • Tennis Court

Sand Volleyball • Gated Entrance • A/C • Backyard BBQ • 29 Seat Theater

Gardens Club Box • Business Center • Computer Lab • Fitness Center

Direct Access Garages in Select Units • Remote Control Entry

Individually Monitored Alarms • Huge Floor Plans!
UCF hopes to halt sweep by Syracuse Orangemen

HOLD THE BROOM!

The Knights need to keep the momentum rolling to win in Rutgers and either in South Florida or against Temple to bring their season to a close.

UCF's defense has been solid all year, but the offense can be inconsistent. The Knights need to play better in the second half of the season, and they need to play better against Big East teams.

Men's soccer continues streak

Women's soccer shut out for first time this season

Saint Leo Spain defeated the women's soccer team 1-0 on Saturday. The team was shut out for the first time this season.

UCF looks to improve their record in the Big East Conference this season.

Volleyball coach seeks 100th victory

Hattie Dunning, assistant coach at UCF, is seeking her 100th victory. She is leading the Knights to their first season in the Big East Conference.

The Knights hope to continue their streak of success in the conference.

Sports Illustrated 

Cover: UCF Knights head coach George O'Leary poses with the Knights on the field before the game against the Virginia Cavaliers.

Inside: The Knights' defense holds Virginia to a 1-0 victory in their opening game of the season.

John E. Sabin, Jr.

The Knights look to continue their success against in-state rivals Florida State and Florida.

UCF holds up in tough match against Florida State.

The Knights held their own against the Seminoles, who are ranked 15th in the country.

UCF looks to continue their success in the Big East Conference this season.
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Women travel to FAU on Friday

Sophomore Watts honored by A-Sun

Christine Zaiser anchors the defense with 7.1 digs.

Western Michigan is lead by the three-headed monster of Cassie Miller, Ashley Underwood and Allie Thorne. Each notched at least 8 kills in the 3-0 sweep of Toledo.

The Owls really struggled in front of their homecourt.

Sophomore Watts honored by A-Sun

The Golden Grizzlies are 1-2 this season in iterations against the Owls.

On Saturday afternoon, UCF goes up against the University of New Orleans from the Sun Belt Conference.

Priviteers are 0-7, however, they have won three of their four past matches.

New Orleans is a tough South Region opponent, said Colado, "We will have our work cut out for us.

New Orleans returns seven letterwinners from a team that went 20-22 last year.

итель Jennifer Grim races the Priviteers, averaging 5.1 digs per game, while libero
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Three as he did last week.

One of the more exciting matches this season in UCF’s 39-20 win over Florida Tech was the impressive performance of Haynes in defense. The senior middle blocker set the tone early for the Knights’ defense,总体而言，该文提供了关于本周比赛、教练、球员和赛事的信息。它还包括了球队的胜利和失败，以及他们对比赛结果的反应。
Frenzied fans get chance to coach teams

VANESSA PATRESE
Staff Reporters

Most people will never own a professional football team. Most people won't get the chance to own an NFL team. But that hasn't stopped hundreds of amateurs from living the dream every weekend.

Throughout the country, fans watch the fantasy football season. Fans who are too busy to watch the real thing, or who aren't a part of the NFL, fill their weekends with the game they love. Each week, fans can see the fantasy teams of their favorite coaches play, and they can see the fantasy teams of their favorite players play. It's a great way to stay connected to the game you love, even when you can't watch the real thing.

Fantasy football is a fun and exciting way to stay connected to the game you love. It's a great way to stay connected to the game you love, even when you can't watch the real thing.

"Fantasy football gives you a chance to be part of the game. Not only part of it, but also in control of it."
Students catch fantasy football fever

Fantasy football is a popular way for sports fans to participate in the game by creating a virtual team of real players. The rules and scoring system vary, but the basic idea is to select players from the National Football League (NFL) and earn points based on their actual performance. The team with the most points at the end of the season wins.

In this particular article, the author discusses the popularity of fantasy football and provides tips and strategies for players. They emphasize the importance of understanding the rules and making informed decisions when selecting players. The author also highlights the social aspect of fantasy football, suggesting that it can be a way to connect with friends and fellow fans.

The article includes a section on how to start a fantasy football league, detailing the process of recruiting players, setting up the league rules, and distributing the league fees. It also provides advice on drafting strategies, such as targeting popular players early in the draft or waiting to pick them later to ensure lower costs. The author stresses the importance of flexibility and adaptability, as teams will need to adjust their strategies based on how players perform throughout the season.

Overall, the article serves as a comprehensive guide for those interested in participating in fantasy football, offering both practical advice and insights into the culture and community surrounding the game.
**Opinion**

**Open the door, President Hitt**

Terry was a remarkable figure for the student body, as President, John Hitt is the person who had something to say. People, students, faculty, staff, they all knew him and had a relationship with him. He truly was a great leader. So when he announced that he would retire, it was a big hit for the university.

It is a sentiment that many people shared. The last time I talked to Terry, he was very enthusiastic about the future of the university. He was looking forward to the day when the students would be able to fully participate in the decision-making process.

I cannot speak for everyone, but I can say that many of us are looking forward to the day when we can have a dialogue with the new president. We want to be able to share our ideas and concerns with him, and we hope that he will listen.

I am confident that President Hitt will be able to do this. He has a strong track record of engaging with students and faculty, and he is well-respected by the community.

**Discomforting symbols don’t belong**

President Hitt, it makes sense to have a clean and welcoming atmosphere in the classroom. We have a clear statement of what our university stands for, and it is important that we live up to those values. I think that the American flag is a symbol of imperialism and colonialism, and it does not belong in our classrooms.

I believe that this is a good move, and I support it. I think that it is important for us to be able to have a safe and welcoming environment for all students, regardless of their political beliefs.

**Cops going too far for safety**

The administration needs to keep a close eye on the safety of our students. We cannot afford to take any risks, especially when it comes to issues like this. I hope that President Hitt will be able to work with the police department to find a solution that is fair to everyone.

**Rebuff of FCC rules could save airwaves**

I believe that the FCC needs to take a step back and reevaluate its rules. We should not be forcing the public to give up its airwaves for the benefit of a few wealthy media companies.

**Bigotry from pro-separatist source**

It is important that we stand up to bigotry and discrimination. We cannot let hate speech go unanswered.

**Bash to blame for peace troubles**

It is unfortunate that the Bash has caused so many problems. I hope that we can find a way to work together and find a solution that is fair to everyone.
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Paying for college got you worried?

Earn college credit by passing a CLEP® exam.

Save money.
Save time.
Make an appointment at your college test center today.

Visit CLEP at www.collegeboard.com/clep/florida or call 212 713-8064.

Game time @ 12pm

2003 SENATE ELECTIONS

VOTE ONLINE

Petition pick-ups: Sept. 8 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Declaration of Candidacy: Sept. 15 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Senate Election: Sept. 29 - Oct. 1 9:00am - 5:00pm
Run-off Elections: Oct. 6 - Oct. 8 9:00am - 5:00pm

https://connect.ucf.edu